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Home By Gigi Kennedy -  You will need  six 2.5 x 4 cm photos 
1.  Using the Bling in the pink Bazzil cut 14 hearts - run an edge distresser 
and  deep pink ink pad around each one
2.  Cut strip of  Bling Bank Roll1 inch x 11 inches.  Cut strips about 5 mm 
apart to form grass.
3.  Cut a rectangle 10 x 12 cm out of American Crafts Amplified New Wave  
for the base of your house. Cut a triangle with a tip to bottom length of 9 
cm from Music Video. Use some of the back to fashion a chimney piece.
4.  Take a sheet of white cardstock and begin with your house as the base.  
Build your hearts around the base - tucking some behind - adhere them all 
down. Run a straight edge stitch around the base of your house - add your 
roof and chimney - tucking the chimney in behind before you stitch down. 
5.  Write your journaling onto a Tim Holtz Tag. 
6.  Add your photos in a strip tucking your journaling behind
7.  Attach your grass using green  thread  - run a a zig zag stitch and a 
straight  edge stitch for effect. You will find it easier if you have stuck these 
down first with double sided tape- It stops your pieces  from moving.
8.  Add your title and scatter some velvet flowers as per the photo. Gigi has 
added three green stems for her base flowers and green bling gems for 
each  flower. 
9. Using your 7 gypsy chipboard add a scalloped piece under your 
title and hearts coming out of your chimney.
10.  Finish your lo with a zig zag stitch around
 the edge and date your work.

1.Paint a  flourish and scallop strip from the 7gypsies chipboard white and 
set aside to dry 
2.Turn your  A la Carte Saffron paper so the name strip edge is on the right 
hand side. Cut carefully around the flower at the bottom right hand side out 
- leaving the  black corner as per the photo
3.Using Asiago as your base, adhere the flower approximately 2 cm in on the 
right hand side of your layout and 7 cm up from the bottom 
4.With double side tape - adhere a row of the pumpkin velvet crushed  
ribbon across your layout – tucking the edges in behind
5.Place your photo over the top of the flower and  ribbon.  You may like to 
sand the edge of the photo or mat on white so it stands out a bit better.
6.Using an over head transparency pen write your journaling onto a 7 Gypsy 
ATC transparency. Adhere to the left of your photo
7.Add your title using a combination of three alphabets.
8.Add strips of ribbon and fabric underneath your crushed velvet.
9.Adhere your chipboard pieces and add a velvet flower.

Extra  Products Needed - Edge Distresser, Pink ink, Sewing machine ,  Black and Green Thread,  Black Journalling Pen

Filthy By Suz Doyle-  You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

Extra  Products Needed - Transparency Pen for Journalling , Doublesided tape, Craft Knife and Cutting board White Paint

Featuring: August  2008

Offering even more value for collections -   four projects created especially for you.

Tarisota  Treats



Snapshots By Tracy Wyldman -  You will need One 4 ½” x 5 ½”
One 3 ½” x 5” (B&W optional)  One 3 ¼” x 4”   One 2 ½” x 2 ½”
 

1. Carefully cut a strip of the Maya Rd sheer  mat – You can use the  photo as your 
guide.
2. Using a glue stock adhere it to your light purple cardstock. – Using a craft knife 
carefully cut off the excess.
3. Journal your quote  - Make your text box 10 inches x  4 and print a paper copy 
first to see that you can match your  velvet word up with the rest of your text.
4. Once you are happy with the placement print to transparency and trim to 10 
x 4 inches.
5. Using the deep purple as a base - place your sheer strip in the middle of your 
layout – Tucking your photo in behind and adhering.
6. Carefully slide your transparency quote under the base of the sheer.  Adhere 
with double sided tape ( hidden with the ribbon and the black sheer. Add  your 
extra word using the American craft thicker.
7.  Take your lavender wide satin ribbon and tie the two ends together to form a 
bow – cut the loop and  place the bow in the middle of the layout – tuck the 
edges behind and secure.
8. Pop a leaf pin in the bow.

Extra  Products Needed - Computer and printer for Journalling strips,

Blessed By Tamar Bostock-  You will need one 5 x 7 inch photo

Extra  Products Needed - Transparency , Computer and printer for journalling , Doublesided tape, Craft Knife and Cutting board
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Sheer
Delight 

Please note if you wish to complete all 4 los some papers from Gigi and Tracy double up so cut frugally . You will however need to add an extra pink bazzil

1. Cut a 3 ½” strip from the AC foil flower paper, ink the edges and place approx. 
3 ½” from the bottom edge.
2. Cut a 4” strip from the AC pink stripe paper and ink the edges, place this 
about ¼” from the bottom edge.
3. Matt the main photo onto some black cardstock with a thin border all the 
way around, place this photo onto the background papers slightly off centre to 
the left of the page.
4. Place the B&W photo to the right of the main photo on a slight angle.
5. Place the smallest photo (2 ½” x 2 ½”) so as it is slightly overlapping the main 
photo Approx ¾” in from the left side and 1” up onto the main photo.
6. Place the last photo (3 ¼” x 5”) so as it slightly overlaps the last two photo in 
step 5.
7. Place the MR Velvet Blossoms as shown on the main layout adding smaller 
blossoms in the middle and finishing with a Kaiser Hot Pink Pearl.
8. Choose the title for your layout and using the AC felt Thickers place this 
centre of the photos.
9. Use the Rub Ons to add extra words to your title (be creative if you need extra 
letters (the‘y’ in you is actually the ‘h’ upside down)
10. For the journaling use the BB Petie Boy front from the newsletter download.   
Print onto a piece of the AC Pink Stripe, adhere to some thin chipboard using a 
glue stick, then cut into strips.  Place these just under the right side of the title, 
arrange to suit your layout.


